
PEOPLE DANCING AND BELGRADE THEATRE, COVENTRY 

DISABLED DANCE ARTIST IN RESIDENCY OPPORTUNITY – AS PART OF 11 MILLION 
REASONS TO DANCE 

Fee: £1550 (This fee will be matched by a further £1550 from Belgrade Theatre to meet the 
costs of any access requirements). 
Closing date: 23 February 2018. 

People Dancing and Belgrade Theatre are looking for a dance artist who identifies as having 
a disability or practitioner to work with Belgrade and Coventry partners to contribute to the 
ongoing delivery of a programme as part of People Dancing’s 11 Million Reasons to Dance 
project. Based at the Belgrade for select days between February and July 2018, the position 
will play an integral role in developing thinking around disability in the arts, and is an 
opportunity aimed at building an initial relationship with the Belgrade and Coventry partners. 

This new role will offer the artist/s an opportunity to work with the theatre to:  
• Develop sector change around accessibility, ensuring disabled people are central to 

the organisations’ thinking and developments  
• Contribute to developing wider and deeper community engagement and growing 

work for and by disability artists in Coventry 
• Offer artistic opportunities for the artist/s to work on a site specific theatre project due 

to be performed in July 2018. Please note that this may not just be one person, but 
could be company, collective approach 

This is an artist residency opportunity which has been made possible through People 
Dancing’s 11 Million Reasons to Dance, a programme funded through the Arts Council 
England Strategic Touring programme which has been delivered in Coventry since January 
2017. The project has enabled schools, artists and the Belgrade Theatre to develop their 
work for and by disabled people.  

It is an opportunity for a disabled dance practitioner/s (individuals who identify as disabled 
people or have long term health conditions) currently working in the arts and eager to 
develop their practice and leadership in the arts sector.  

The residency will start in February 2018 and run until July 2018 across approximately 5 
days, culminating in some form of sharing, presentation or film about the residency.  

The residency approach is bespoke to the artist/s ideas that will support the artist/s needs 
and career pathway, and dependent on the ongoing events in the theatre during the period. 
This could range from being one or more of the following:  
  

• Artistic development - making work, developing choreography and presenting work.  
• Participation and community engagement 
• Sector leadership - empowering the artist to play an integral role in the sector around 

the diversity and accessibility.  

The Belgrade will offer: 
  

• Financial contribution towards access needs of the artist 
• Dedicated space for the artist/s to develop their own work where available and 

opportunity to share their work 
• The chance to be part of the team at the Belgrade by providing office space 



• Opportunities to contribute to and consult on the Belgrade’s existing programme of 
work 

• An opportunity to explore the long-term ambitions for the role beyond this initial seed 
funding, exploring additional resources and funding for further development  

• Mentoring and support for artistic development 
• Advocacy and profile for the Disabled Dance Artist 
• Professional development and training opportunities. 

Fee:  
£1550 (This fee will be matched by a further £1550 from Belgrade Theatre for any access 
needs required) 

The Artists must demonstrate the following: 
• A minimum of 3-years’ experience of working in dance and/or the arts 
• Good understanding of equality, inclusive dance/artistic practice and an eagerness to 

push the sector forward 
• Good connections to Coventry and a desire to make stronger links with the Belgrade  
• An interest in collaboration and working with theatre and other specialist artists 
• Experience of supporting and leading workshops with community groups 
• A desire to connect to existing programme strands of the Belgrade 
• A willingness to collaborate with the Belgrade, People Dancing and partners across 

Coventry  
• A commitment to raising the quality of inclusive dance 
• A willingness to support, advise and be open to making changes at The Belgrade 
• An openness to sharing learning and experience of the residency through People 

Dancing and the Belgrade  
• An ability to provide high quality experiences and innovation in your ideas and 

practice. 

Personal attributes: 
• A personal commitment to the artist in residency 
• An ability to build strong and effective relationships with staff and key partners 
• Self-motivated, with an energy and willingness to be successful 
• A willingness to work with professionals and to develop skills practice in the arts. 

If you are interested in the opportunity please send: 
• A CV with contact details for two referees and any links to websites or LinkedIn. 

• A film, video link or covering letter. The covering letter or film should outline your 
interest in the work, your track record and experience and what you would bring to 
the role 

• Information about whether or not you have a current enhanced DBS. 

• The deadline is 5pm on Friday 23 February 2018. 

• You will be notified if shortlisted by Friday 2 March 2018. 

• We will invite shortlisted applicants to a meeting on Friday 9 March 2018. 



Please only apply if you consider yourself to have a disability and submit your applications to 
both: 

Vanessa Oxsping – People Dancing vanessa@communitydance.org.uk 
Hannah Barker – Belgrade hbarker@belgrade.co.uk  

About 11 Million Reasons to Dance:  

11 Million Reasons to Dance has been built on an existing photography exhibition and series of short 
films commissioned by People Dancing. This work has captured the attention of a diverse range of 
stakeholders and generated interest in how work for and by Deaf and disabled people is supported 
and presented within society.  

Supported by Arts Council England’s Strategic Touring funds, the project has engaged with venues, 
organisations and communities to present, produce and develop long-term engagement with Deaf 
and disabled people as participants in dance programmes, audiences for dance, and as artists. It 
aims to raise the profile of Deaf and disabled artists, exposing their work to local communities and 
presenting-venues across England in areas of low engagement with the arts.  

11 Million Reasons to Dance is being delivered in six locations, two in the North East, and one each in 
the North West, East Midlands, Yorkshire and West Midlands. Within each location one major venue/
hub is the lead champion and works with other venues and partners to deliver the programme. The 
artist in residency activity is happening in each of the six locations. 

About Belgrade Theatre:  

At the Belgrade we create theatre in the belief that it can enrich our communities and fundamentally 
change people’s lives for the better.  

We aim to be one of the most dynamic producing theatres in the country and to offer an exciting mix 
of entertaining and engaging live experiences, all under one roof in our newly invigorated building. 
  
The Belgrade is the only professional theatre in Coventry and so we act as both the city and region’s 
commercial and producing theatre. We are also highly respected for our groundbreaking community 
and education initiatives, with a strong reputation for the diversity of its creative programme, both on 
stage and in its extensive participation work, characterised by a unique fusion of diverse young voices 
and the best of UK artists. 

We present a vibrant programme of produced, visiting and community work in our two auditoria and 
other spaces, which is informed by a distinctive and brave artistic policy. This policy is designed to 
cater to and develop the different audiences in and around Coventry, and to raise our profile as a 
producing theatre. We endeavour to bear witness to our community’s experiences, find a unique voice 
for the Belgrade in the context of the region and attract leading theatre artists – in short, re-establish 
the vision, radicalism and internationalism that marked the opening of the theatre in 1958.
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